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Abstract

A version space is a set of all hypotheses consistent with a given set of training examples, delimited by the
specific boundaryand thegeneral boundary. In existing studies [5, 6, 8] a hypothesis is a conjunction of
attribute-value pairs, which is shown to have limited expressive power [9]. In a more expressive hypothesis
space, e.g., disjunction of conjunction of attribute-value pairs, a general version space becomes uninteresting
unless some restriction (inductive bias) is imposed [9].
In this paper we investigate version space in a hypothesis space where a hypothesis is ahyperrelation, which is
in effect a disjunction of conjunctions of disjunctions of attribute-value pairs. Such a hypothesis space is more
expressive than the conjunction of attribute-value pairs and the disjunction of conjunction of attribute-value
pairs. However, given a dataset, we focus our attention only on those hypotheses which are consistent with
given data and are maximal in the sense that the elements in a hypothesis can not bemergedfurther. Such a
hypothesis is called anE–setfor the given data, and the set of all E–sets is the version space which is delimited
by the least E–set (specific boundary) and the greatest E–set (general boundary).
Based on this version space we propose three classification rules for use in different situations. The first
two are based on E–sets, and the third one is based on “degraded” E–sets calledweak hypotheses, where the
maximality constraint is relaxed. We present an algorithm to calculate E–sets, though it is computationally
expensive in the worst case. We also present an efficient algorithm to calculate weak hypotheses. The third
rule is evaluated using public datasets, and the results compare well with C5.0 decision tree classifier.

1 Introduction

Version spaceis a useful and powerful concept in the area of concept learning: A version space is the set of all

hypotheses in a hypothesis space consistent with a dataset. A version space is delimited by thespecific boundary

and thegeneral boundary– the sets of most specific and most general hypotheses respectively, to be explained

below.



TheELIMINATE -CANDIDATE algorithm [6, 8] is the flagship algorithm used to construct a version space from a

dataset. The hypothesis space used in this algorithm is the conjunction of attribute-value pairs, and it is shown

to have limited expressive power [9]. It is also shown by [4] that the size of the general boundary can grow

exponentially in the number of training examples, even when the hypothesis space consists of simple conjunctions

of attribute-value pairs.

Table 3 was used in [9] to show the limitation of Mitchell’s representation. It was shown that theELIMINATE -

CANDIDATE algorithm can not come up with a consistent specific boundary or general boundary for this example

due to this limitation (i.e., the chosen hypothesis space). A possible solution, by increasing the expressive power

of the representation, is to extend the hypothesis space to disjunctions of conjunctions of attribute-value pairs

from the restrictive conjunctions of attribute-value pairs. But it turned out that, without proper inductive bias, the

specific boundary wouldalwaysbe overly specific (the disjunction of the observed positive examples) and the

general boundary wouldalwaysbe overly general (the negated disjunction of the observed negative examples)

[9], so they do not carry useful information - they are “uninteresting”. The desired inductive bias, however, has

not been explored.

In this paper we report a study on version space which is aimed at increasing the expressive power of the hy-

pothesis space and, at the same time, keeping the hypotheses “interesting” through introducing an inductive bias.

We explore a semilattice structure that exists in the set of allhypertuplesof a domain, where hypertuples gener-

alise the traditional tuples from value-based to set-based. The semilattice structure can be used as a base for a

hypothesis space. We take a hypothesis to be ahyperrelation, i.e., a set of hypertuples. A hyperrelation can be

interpreted as a disjunction of hypertuples, which can be further interpreted as a conjunction of disjunctions of

attribute-value pairs. Such a hypothesis space is much more expressive than the conjunction of attribute-value

pairs and the disjunction of conjunction of attribute-value pairs. For a dataset there is a large number of hypertu-

ples which are consistent with the data, some of which can be merged (through the semilattice operation) to form

a different consistent hypertuple. We propose to focus on those hypertuples which are consistent with the given

data and can not be merged further - they are said to bemaximal. A hypothesis is then a set of these hypertuples,

and the version space is the set of all these hypertuples. Clearly this version space is a subset of the semilattice.

An algorithm is presented which is able to construct the version space.

A detailed analysis of Mitchell’s version space shows that our version space is indeed a generalisation of Mitchell’s

and that it is more expressive than Mitchell’s.

Classification within our version space is not trivial. We explore ways in which data can be classified using

different hypotheses in the version space. We also examine how this whole process can be speeded up for

practical benefits. Experimental results are presented to show the effectiveness of this approach.

Most of the theory (and results) of version space can be expressed by the tools offered by Boolean reasoning

as investigated, for example, in [10–13, 15]. Unlike some of these publications we will only be concerned with

consistent decision systems and exact classification rules.
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2 Definitions and notation

For a setU , we let2U be the powerset ofU . If ≤ is a partial ordering onU , andX ⊆U , we let

↑ X = {y∈U : (∃x∈ X)x≤ y},
↓ X = {y∈U : (∃x∈ X)y≤ x}.

If X,Y⊆U , we say thatY coversX, written asX 4 Y, if X ⊆ ↓Y, i.e. if for eachx∈ X there is somey∈Y with

x≤ y. We callX dense forY, written X E Y, if for any y∈Y there is somex∈ X such thatx≤ y, i.e. Y ⊆↑ X.

Note thatY coversX iff Y is dually dense forX.

A semilatticeis an algebra〈A,+〉, such that+ is a binary operation onA satisfying

x+y = y+x,

(x+y)+z= x+(y+z),

x+x = x.

If X ⊆ A, we denote by[X] the sub-semilattice ofA generated byX. With some abuse of notation, we also use+
for the complex sum, i.e.X +Y = {x+y : x∈ X, y∈Y}.
Each semilattice has an intrinsic order defined by

x≤ y⇐⇒ x+y = y.(2.1)

x is calledminimal(maximal) in X ⊆U , if y≤ x (x≤ y) impliesx= y. The set of all minimal (maximal) elements

of X is denoted byminX (maxX).

A decision systemis a tupleI = 〈U,Ω,{Va : a∈Ω},d,Vd〉, where

1. U = {x0, . . . ,xN} is a nonempty finite set.

2. Ω = {a0, . . . ,aT} is a nonempty finite set of mappingsai : U →Vai .

3. d : U →Vd is a mapping.

SetV = ∏a∈ΩVa. We letI : U → V be the mapping

x 7→ 〈a0(x),a1(x), . . . ,aT(x)〉(2.2)

which assigns to each objectx its feature vector.V is calleddata space, and the collectionD = {I(x) : x∈U}
is called thetraining space. In the sequelV is assumed finite (consequentlyD is finite) unless otherwise stated.

The mappingd defines a labelling (or partition) ofD into classesD0,D1, . . .DK , whereI(x) andI(y) are in the

same classDi if and only if d(x) = d(y). If a∈Ω,v∈Va, then〈a,v〉 is called adescriptor.

We call

L = ∏
a∈Ω

2Va(2.3)
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theextended data space, its elementshypertuples, and its subsetshyperrelations. In contrast we call the elements

of V simple tuplesand its subsetssimple relations. If s∈ L anda ∈ Ω we let s(a) be the projection ofs with

respect toa, i.e. the set appearing in theath component.

L is a lattice under the following natural order

s≤ t⇐⇒ s(a)⊆ t(a) for all a∈Ω,

with the least upper bound (+) and greatest lower bound (×) operations given by

(t +s)(a) = t(a)∪s(a),

(t×s)(a) = t(a)∩s(a)

for all a∈Ω. sandt are said to beoverlappingif there is some simple tupled such thatd≤ t×s. By identifying

a singleton with the element it contains, we may suppose thatV ⊆ L ; in particular, we haveD⊆ L .

Table 1(a) below shows a simple relation (i.e., a set of simple tuples) and Table 1(b) a hyperrelation.

a1 a2 y

a 0 α
a 1 α
b 1 α
b 2 β

(a)

a1 a2 y

{a,b} {0,1} α
{b} {2} β

(b)

Table 1: (a) A set of simple tuples. (b) A set of hypertuples.

For unexplained notation and background reading in lattice theory, we invite the reader to consult [3].

3 Hypertuples and hyperrelations

Suppose thatDq is a labelled class. The idea of [2, 19] was to collect, if possible, across the elements ofDq the

values of the same attributes without destroying the labelling information. For example, if the system generates

the rules

If x is blue, then sell,

if x is green, then sell,

we can identify the values “blue” and “green” and collect these into the single rule

If x is blue or green, then sell.

Our aim is to maximise the number of attribute values on the left hand side of the rule in order to increase the

generality of the rule and also increase its base as to guard against random influences [see 1].
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This leads to the following definition [18]: We call an elementr ∈ L equilabelledwith respect to the classDq, if

↓ r ∩D 6= /0,(3.1)

and

↓ r ∩D⊆ Dq.(3.2)

These two conditions express two fundamental principles in machine learning: (3.1) says thatr is supported

by somed ∈ D; it is a minimality condition in the sense that we do not want to consider hypertuples that have

nothing to do with the training set. Condition (3.2) tells us thatr needs to be consistent with the training set: All

elements belowr which are in the training setD are in the unique classDq. We denote the set of all elements

equilabelled with respect toDq by Eq, and letE =
S

q≤K Eq be the set of all equilabelled elements. Note that

D⊆ E , and that

q, r ≤ K, q 6= r impliesEq∩Er = /0.(3.3)

since{D0, . . . ,DK} partitionsD. Furthermore,

↑ Eq∩E = Eq.(3.4)

If D⊆ P⊆ L , we letE(P) = {t ∈ L : t is maximal in[P]∩E}, and setVSp =
S{E(P) : D⊆ P⊆ V}. For each

q≤ K, let Eq(P) = E(P)∩Eq.

Each set of the formE(P) is called anE–setor ahypothesis. We now have

Lemma 3.1. LetD⊆ P⊆Q⊆ L . Then,

1. E(P) 4 E(Q).

2. E(P) E E(Q).

Proof. Both claims follow immediately from the fact that/0 6= [P]∩E ⊆ [Q]∩E , and that[Q]∩E is finite.

Theorem 3.2. minVSp = E(D), maxVSp = E(V).

Proof. We only prove the first part; the second part can be similarly proved.

“⊆”: Suppose thatt is minimal inVSp.Then, there is someD⊆ P⊆ V such thatt ∈ E(P). SinceE(D) E E(P)
by Lemma 3.1, there is somes∈ E(D) such thats≤ t, and the minimality oft impliess= t.

“⊇”: If t ∈ E(D) ands≤ t is minimal inVSp, thens∈ E(D) as well. Since the elements ofE(D) are pairwise

incomparable, we haves= t.

In the sequel, we will denoteE(D) by S andE(V) byG, since they correspond, respectively, to the specific and

general boundaries ofD in the sense of [7]; we also setSq = Eq(D) andGq = Eq(V). By Lemma 3.1,S is the

least E–set andG is the greatest E–set.

An algorithm to findE(D), called thelattice machine(LM), has been presented in [18], and it can easily be

generalised to findE(P) for eachD⊆ P⊆ V:

Algorithm [LM algorithm]
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1. H0
def= P.

2. Hk+1
def= The set of maximal elements of[↓ (Hk +P)]∩E .

3. Continue untilHn = Hn+1 for somen.

It was shown in [19] thatHn = E(P). If |P|= m, then the complexity of the algorithm isO(2m) in the worst case.

To illustrate the above notions we consider the following example.

Example A dataset is shown in Figure 1. The small circles and crosses are simple tuples of different classes

while the rectangles are hypertuples.

Every hypertuples depicted here are equilabelled since they cover only simple tuples of the same class. All the

simple tuples are also equilabelled.

Each hypertuple here is maximal since we cannot move its boundary in any dimension while maintaining it being

equilabelled.

The set of all hypertuples in the figure is an E-set or a hypothesis for the underlying concept implied by the dataset,

since all hypertuples are equilabelled and maximal, and they together cover all the simple tuples. In fact this E-set

is E(D) – the specific boundary. The general boundary is not depicted here as we need knowledge of the domain

of each attribute to calculate it. Clearly the E-set does not cover the whole data space; in other word, there are

regions that are not covered by the E-set.

Primary elements are those that are covered explicitly by some equilabelled hypertuples; secondary elements are

those not covered explicitly but can be covered by extending some equilabelled hypertuple without compromising

its equilabelledness. We can easily find primary and secondary elements from this figure. 2

Figure 1:A dataset and its specific boundary. Each circle or cross is a simple tuple, and each rectangle represents

a hypertuple.

Our next aim is to show that every simple tuple is covered by some equilabelled element:

Lemma 3.3. For eacht ∈ V there is someh∈ E such thatt ≤ h.

Proof. We show that there is somex∈ D such that↓ (t + x)∩D = {x}; then,t ≤ t + x∈ E : Let t ∈V, and set

M = {t + x : x ∈ D}. Suppose thatx ∈ D such thatt + x is minimal in M with respect to≤. Let y ∈ D such
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that y≤ t + x, and assume thaty 6= x; then, there is somea∈ Ω such thaty(a) 6= x(a). Since bothy andx are

simple tuples, we have in facty(a)∩x(a) = /0. Now,y≤ t +x implies thaty(a)⊆ t(a)∪x(a), and it follows from

y(a)∩x(a) = /0 – and the fact thatt is simple – thaty(a) = t(a)( t(a)∪x(a). Hence,t +y� t +x, contradicting

the minimality oft +x in M.

Since each element ofE is covered by some element ofG, and the setsGi , i ≤ K, partitionG, we obtain

Corollary 3.4. For eacht ∈ V, there is somei ≤ K such thatt 4Gi .

Observe that suchGi need not be unique, and we need a selection procedure to labelt. Our chosen method is

majority voting, combined with random selection for tied maxima: Let

m′(t,n,G) = |{h∈Gn : t ≤ h}|, for eachn≤ K,(3.5)

m(t,G) = max{M(t,n,G) : n≤ K},(3.6)

M(t,G) = {i ≤ K : m′(t, i,G) = m(t,G)}.(3.7)

Rule 1. If t ∈ V, then labelt by a randomly chosen element ofM(t,G).

Now we consider an arbitrary hypothesisH. We can replace theG by H in Eqs. 3.5-3.7, and apply Rule 1 for

classification. However, unlike the case whereH =G, there is no guarantee thatt 4 H, i.e. thatm(t,H) 6= 0.

This motivates us to distinguish between different elements inV givenH = E(P): t ∈V is calledprimary if there

is Hq with t 4 Hq, t is secondaryif there ish∈ Hq such thatt +h is equilabelled (i.e.,t +h does not overlapHp

for p 6= q), andt is tertiary otherwise. Note that an element can be both primary and secondary. In fact primary

data is a subset of secondary data.

Now we let

m′p(t,n,H) = |{h∈ Hn : t ≤ h}|, for eachn≤ K,(3.8)

mp(t,H) = max{m′p(t,n,H) : n≤ K},(3.9)

Mp(t,H) = {i ≤ K : m′p(t, i,H) = mp(t,h)}.(3.10)

and

m′s(t,n,H) = |{h∈ Hn : t +h∈ E}|, for eachn≤ K,(3.11)

ms(t,H) = max{m′s(t,n,H) : n≤ K},(3.12)

Ms(t,H) = {i ≤ K : m′s(t, i,H) = ms(t,h)}.(3.13)

Rule 2. • If t is primary, then labelt by a randomly chosen element ofMp(t,H).

• If t is secondary, then labelt by a randomly chosen element ofMs(t,H).

• Otherwise, labelt asunclassified.

Now we explore a generalisation of both primary and secondary data in the following sense:
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Lemma 3.5. If H = E(P), we letP′ = P∪{t} andH ′ = E(P′). Then,

t is secondary forH ⇒ t is primary forH ′.

Proof. Let h∈ H such thatt +h is equilabelled. Then,t +h∈ [P′]∩E , and thus,t ≤ g for someg∈ E(P′).

The converse is not true: LetD = {a,b,c,d,e, f} with

a = 〈0,0,0〉,b = 〈1,0,0〉,c = 〈1,0,1〉,d = 〈1,1,1〉,e= 〈0,1,1〉, f = 〈0,1,0〉.

Suppose thata,b,eare coloured blue andd,e, f are coloured red. Then,

E(D) = {a+b,e,c+d, f}.

The aim is to classifyt = 〈0,0,1〉 with respect to the hypothesisH = E(D). Now,

a+ t = 〈0,0,01〉 is equilabelled blue,

e+ t = 〈0,01,1〉 is equilabelled blue,

c+ t = 〈01,0,1〉 is equilabelled red,

while b+ t,d+ t, f + t are not equilabelled. Furthermore,q+ t is not equilabelled for anyq∈ E(D), and thus,t is

not secondary with respect toE(D). If we admit that the knowledge provided byt should be admitted when we

try to classifyt by H = E(P), then we should classify by using primary data ofE(P∪{t}). At any rate, admitting

t does not cause any inconsistencies, and using primary data ofH ′ is well in line with our aim of maximising

consistency.

3.1 Weak hypotheses

In the previous discussion we have introduced two classification rules based on E–sets. Rule 1 can be applied

if G can be practically constructed fromV by the LM algorithm, and Rule 2 can be applied ifS (or E(P)) can

be practically constructed fromD (for D ⊆ P⊂ V). In both cases we have to construct E–sets forP where

D ⊆ P⊆ V. From the LM algorithm we know that constructing an E–set is expensive and in the worst case

it is exponential. Since the most time is spent finding maximal hypertuples, we make the following definition:

A weak hypothesisis a set of equilabelled hypertuples which coversD. The following algorithm finds a weak

hypothesisH [17]:

H← /0
for q = 0 to K do

X← Dq

while X 6= /0 do
OrderX as〈g0, . . . ,gm(X)〉
h← g0

for i = 1 to m(X) do
if h+gi is equilabelledthen
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h← h+gi

end if
end for
X← X\ ↓ h

H← H ∪{h}
end while

end for

The algorithm does not necessarily produce disjoint hypertuples: Let

D0 = {〈0,1,1〉,〈1,0,1〉,〈1,1,1〉,〈1,1,0〉,〈2,1,1〉}, D1 = {〈2,0,1〉,〈0,0,0〉}.

OrderX = D0 by

g0 = 〈0,1,1〉,
g1 = 〈1,0,1〉,
g2 = 〈1,1,1〉,
g3 = 〈1,1,0〉,
g4 = 〈2,1,1〉.

Now, h0 = g0 +g1 +g2 is equilabelled, whileh0 +g3 andh0 +g4 are not. The next step producesh1 = g3 +g4.

However,g2≤ h0 andg2≤ h1.

In the worst case the time complexity for buildingHq (the hypothesis for classDq) is O(|Dq|2). Therefore the

worst case complexity for buildingH (the whole hypothesis) isO(K×|Dq|2), whereK is the number of classes.

Let H =
S

i≤K Hi be a weak hypothesis forD, whereHi = {h0, · · · ,ht(i)} is a weak hypothesis for classi andh j is

an equilabelled hypertuple. LetMp(t,H) andMs(t,H) be defined as in Eq. 3.8 and 3.11. Then we introduce the

following rule, which is the same as Rule 2 except that the hypothesis here is weak.

Rule 3. • If t is primary, then labelt by a randomly chosen element ofMp(t,H).

• If t is secondary, then labelt by a randomly chosen element ofMs(t,H).

• Otherwise, labelt asunclassified.

4 Mitchell’s version space

The situation in [9] can be described as a special decision system whered : U →{0,1}, and it is called thetarget

concept. The set of positive examples is denoted byD1, and that of negative examples byD0. We will describe

the concepts introduced there in our notation and we will follow the explanation in [9, p. 22, Table 2.2].

A hypothesisis a hypertuplet ∈ L such that for alla∈Ω

|t(a)| ≤ 1 or t(a) = Va.(4.1)
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Thus, for eacha∈Ω we have

t(a) =





/0, or

m, for somem∈Va, or

Va.

The set of all hypotheses is denoted byH . Observe thatH is a hyperrelation, and thatH is partially ordered by

≤ as defined by (2.1), and thatV ⊆H . If s, t ∈H , ands≤ t, we say thats is more specific thant or, equivalently,

thatt is more general thans. We say thatssatisfies hypothesist, if

1. s is a simple tuple, i.e.s∈ V,

2. s≤ t,

and denote the set of all (simple) tuples that satisfyt by sat(t); observe thatsat(t) = ↓ t ∩V. More generally, for

A⊆ L we let

sat(A) =↓ A∩V.

If t(a) = /0 for somea ∈ Ω, thent cannot be satisfied. We interprets∈ sat(t) as “instances is classified by

hypothesist”. According to [9], t is more general thans, if any instance classified bys is also classified byt;

in other words,sat(s) ⊆ sat(t). That our notion captures this concept is shown by the following result, the easy

proof of which is left to the reader.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose thats, t ∈H . Then,

s≤ t⇐⇒ sat(s)⊆ sat(t).

Since we are interested in hypotheses whose satisfiable observations are within one class ofd, we say thatt ∈H
is consistent with〈D,d〉, if

↓ t ∩D = D1.(4.2)

Thus, in this case, the training examples satisfyingt are exactly the positive ones. Theversion spaceVSpm is

now the set of all hypotheses consistent with〈D,d〉. In other words,

VSpm = {t ∈H : (∀s)[s∈ sat(t)∩D⇐⇒ d(s) = 1]}.
Thegeneral boundaryGm is the set of maximal members ofH consistent with〈D,d〉, i.e.

Gm = maxVSpm.

Thespecific boundarySm is the set of minimal members ofH consistent with〈D,d〉, i.e.

Sm = minVSpm.

The two boundaries delimit the version space in the sense that for any consistent hypothesist in the version space

there areg∈Gm ands∈ Sm such thats≤ t ≤ g.

The example in Table 2 on the following page illustrates the idea of version space. We follow [9] in writing? in

columna, if a(x) = Va.
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Table 2: Training data, hypotheses and boundaries [9]

Sky ATemp Humid Wind Water FCast d

Training dataD

Sunny Warm Normal Strong Warm Same1

Sunny Warm High Strong Warm Same 1

Rainy Cold High Strong Warm Change0

Sunny Warm High Strong Cool Change1

Hypotheses

Sunny Warm ? Strong ? ? 1

Sunny ? ? Strong ? ? 1

Sunny Warm ? ? ? ? 1

? Warm ? Strong ? ? 1

Sunny ? ? ? ? ? 1

? Warm ? ? ? ? 1

Specific boundary

Sunny Warm ? Strong ? ? 1

General boundary

Sunny ? ? ? ? ? 1

? Warm ? ? ? ? 1

5 Expressive power of version space and Boolean reasoning

A simple tuplet can be regarded as a conjunction of descriptors

〈a0, t(a0)〉∧ 〈a1, t(a1)〉∧ · · ·∧ 〈aT , t(aT)〉.

If t is a satisfiable hypothesis, then not(a) is empty, andt(a) =Va tells us that any value is allowed in this column.

Thus, such a descriptor places no restriction on satisfiability in columna. If I = {i ≤ T : t(ai) 6= Vai}, then,

s∈ sat(t)⇐⇒ (∀i ∈ I)s(ai) = t(ai),

so that we can interprett as the conjunction

^

i∈I

〈ai , t(ai)〉.

Such an expression is called anexact templatein [13]. The expressive power of this type of conjunctive hypothesis

is limited. An example from [9] illustrating this is shown in Table 3 on the next page. For such a simple dataset,

there is no consistent hypothesis in the sense of (4.2).

A hypothesis inVSpm is a very special kind of hypertuple, and it is our aim to extend this notion of hypothesis,

so that the resulting structures are more expressive while at the same time not so general as to carry no useful

information. As suggested by Mitchell, a possible solution is to use arbitrary disjunctions of conjunctions of
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Table 3: Limitation of version space

Sky ATemp Humid Wind Water FCast d

1 Sunny Warm Normal Strong Cool Change1

2 Cloudy Warm Normal Strong Cool Change1

3 Rainy Warm Normal Strong Cool Change0

descriptors as hypothesis representation. It is not hard to see that this is overly general, since any positive

Boolean expression can then serve as a hypothesis. In contrast, we suggest to use a specific class of disjunctions

of conjunctions which is significantly narrower than the class of all positive Boolean expressions. The building

blocks will be the hypertuples contained in the sub-semilattice ofL = ∏a∈Ω 2Va generated byV with + operator

– [V]. Since we are only interested in the finite sums of elements ofV we will from now on assume that eachVa

is finite.

Suppose thatt = 〈{ma
0,m

a
1, . . . ,m

a
t(a)}〉a∈Ω is a hypertuple. We interprett as a conjunction of disjunctions of

descriptors

^

a∈Ω
(〈a,ma

0〉∨ · · ·∨ 〈a,ma
t(a)〉).(5.1)

By the distributivity of∧ and∨ this can always be turned into a disjunction of simple tuples, but not every

disjunction of simple tuples (considered as a conjunction of descriptors) is equivalent to an expression such as

(5.1); consider, for example,

(〈a0, t
0
0〉∧ 〈a1, t

0
1〉)∨ (〈a0, t

1
0〉∧ 〈a1, t

1
1〉).

A hypertuple can be viewed as a construction similar to hypercubes which delineate solids in an appropriate

space.

Now we compare our hypothesis space with Mitchell’s from the perspective of expressive power. Consider a

datasetD as defined earlier. Suppose all attributesx are discrete, and allVx are finite. In our hypothesis space

each attributex takes on a subset ofVx, so there are2|Vx| different subsets altogether. As a result there are∏x∈Ω 2|Vx|

different hypertuples. Since a hypothesis is a set of hypertuples (i.e., a hyperrelation), there are2∏x∈Ω 2|Vx| distinct

hypotheses.

In Mitchell’s hypothesis space each attributex takes on a single value inVx plus two other special values, “?”

and “/0”. Therefore there are|Vx|+ 2 different values, and∏x∈Ω(|Vx|+ 2) different tuples. In his conjunctive

hypothesis representation, each hypothesis is a (simple) tuple, so there are∏x∈Ω(|Vx|+ 2) distinct hypotheses.

In his disjunctive hypothesis representation, each hypothesis is a set of (simple) tuples (i.e., simple relation), so

there are2∏x∈Ω(|Vx|+2) distinct hypotheses.

Clearly our hypothesis space can represent more distinct objects than Mitchell’s can. In this sense we say our

hypothesis is more expressive than Mitchell’s.

Note thatE characterises the eligible hypotheses. So Mitchell’s version space can be specialised from our version

space in the following way:
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• TheE is restricted toEm = {γ(t) : t ∈E ,D 4 t}, whereγ is an operation to turn a hypertuple into a simple

tuple in such a way thatγ(t) = 〈t0, t1, · · · , tT〉, where

ti =





t(xi), if |t(xi)|= 1,

?, otherwise.

Note thatt(xi) is the projection of tuplet onto itsxi attribute.

• Each hypothesis is an element ofEm.

• There are two classes, i.e.,K = 2;

• The version space is built for only one class.

Given the above restrictions the specific boundary isSm = {Sm
0 ,Sm

1 }, whereSm
0 is the specific boundary for the

negative class andSm
1 is the specific boundary for the positive class. SimilarlyGm = {Gm

0 ,Gm
1 }.

6 Experiment

We have evaluated Rule 3 using public datasets. We used17public datasets in our evaluation, which are available

from UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository. General information about these datasets is shown in the first three

columns of Table 4.

We used theCASEEXTRACT algorithm to construct weak hypotheses for the datasets, and applied Rule 3 to

classify new data. For presentation purpose we refer to our classification procedure byGLM . The experimental

results are shown in the last 5 columns of Table 4. As a comparison the C5.0 results on the same datasets are

also shown. It is clear from this table thatGLM performs extremely well on primary data, but it accounts for only

76.4% of all data on average. Over all dataGLM compares well with C5.0.

Parity problems are well known to be difficult for many machine learning algorithms. We evaluated the GLM

algorithm using three well known parity datasets [16] – Monk-1, Monk-2, Monk-31. Experimental results show

that GLM works well for these parity datasets.

7 Discussion and conclusion

Mitchell’s classical work on version space has been followed by many. Most notably Hirsh and Sebag. Hirsh

[5] discusses how to merge version spaces when a central idea in Mitchell’s work is removed – a version space

is the set of conceptsstrictly consistentwith training data. This merging process can therefore accommodate

noise. Sebag [14] presents what she calls a disjunctive version space approach to learning disjunctive concepts

from noisy data. A separate version space is learned for each positive training example, then new instances are

classified by combining the votes of these different version spaces.

1Target Concepts associated to the Monk’s problem: Monk-1: (a1 = a2) or (a5 = 1); Monk-2: exactly two ofa1 = 1, a2 = 1, a3 = 1,

a4 = 1, a5 = 1, a6 = 1; Monk-3: (a5 = 3 anda4 = 1) or (a5 6= 4 anda2 6= 3) (5% class noise added to the training set)
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Class. Accuracy (%)
Dataset #Attr. #Train #Test

C5.0 GLM/SR GLM/PSR GLM/SSR
%PP

Annealing 38 798 CV-5 96.6 96.4 98.0 62.9 92.5

Australian 14 690 CV-5 90.6 95.1 95.1 100.0 87.2

Auto 25 205 CV-5 70.7 82.4 87.0 63.0 56.1

Diabetes 8 768 CV-5 72.7 70.7 71.0 40.0 66.8

German 20 1000 CV-5 71.7 72.6 72.6 N/A 65.4

Glass 9 214 CV-5 80.4 86.6 87.6 76.5 79.4

Heart 13 270 CV-5 77.0 81.9 81.9 N/A 61.5

Hepatitis 19 155 CV-5 80.6 82.9 84.1 50.0 69.0

Horse-Colic 22 368 CV-5 85.1 82.7 82.7 N/A 67.7

Iris 4 150 CV-5 94.7 93.1 97.6 66.7 82.7

Monk-1 6 124 432 74.3 100.0 100.0 N/A 100.0

Monk-2 6 169 432 65.1 81.4 87.3 41.5 83.6

Monk-3 6 122 432 97.2 93.8 94.3 89.2 89.1

Sonar 60 208 CV-5 71.6 81.6 81.3 100.0 59.1

TTT 9 958 CV-5 86.2 96.2 96.1 100.0 94.9

Vote 18 232 CV-5 96.5 96.5 98.6 77.3 89.7

Wine 13 178 CV-5 94.3 99.0 99.0 N/A 53.9

Average 82.7 87.8 89.1 72.3 76.4

Table 4:General information about the datasets and the classification accuracy of C5.0 on all data and ofGLM

on primary and secondary data. The validation method used is either 5 fold cross validation or explicit train/test

validation. The acronyms are: SR – overall success ratio of primary and secondary data (i.e., the percentage of

successfully classified primary and secondary data tuples over all primary and secondary data tuples), PSR –

success ratio of primary data, SSR – success ratio of secondary data, PP –the percentage of primary data, and

N/A – not available.

In this paper we investigate version spaces in a more expressive hypothesis space - disjunction of conjunctions of

disjunctions, where each hypothesis is a set of hypertuples. Without a proper inductive bias the version space is

uninteresting. We show that, with E-set as an inductive bias, this version space is a generalisation of Mitchell’s

original version space, which employs a different type of inductive bias.

For classification within the version space we proposed three classification rules for use in different situations.

The first two rules are based on E-sets as hypotheses, and they can be applied when the data space (V) is finite

and small. We showed that constructing E-sets is computationally expensive, so we introduced the third rule

which is based on weak hypotheses. We presented an algorithm to construct weak hypotheses efficiently.

Experimental results show that this classification approach performs extremely well on primary data, which

account for over75.0% of all data. Over all data this classification approach is comparable to C5.0.
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A Notation

X 4 Y⇐⇒ (∀x∈ X)(∃y∈Y)x≤ y

X E Y⇐⇒ (∀y∈Y)(∃x∈ X)x≤ y

U = {x0, . . . ,xN}
Ω = {a0, . . . ,aT}
V = ∏

a∈Ω
Va

L = ∏
a∈Ω

2Va

I(x) = 〈a0(x),a1(x), . . . ,aT(x)〉
D = {I(x) : x∈U}= D0∪D1∪·· ·∪DK

Eq = set of all elements equilabelled with respect toDq

E =
[

q≤K

Eq

E(P) = {t ∈ L : t is maximal in[P]∩E}
Eq(P) = E(P)∩Eq

S= E(D)

Sq = Eq(D)

G= E(V)

Gq = Eq(V)

VSp =
[
{E(P) : D⊆ P⊆ V}
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